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In the last decade, genomics has come to play a central role in systematics and biodiversity
research. In coming years, systematics and phylogenetics will come to play an increasingly
important role in genomics. Here, we address the false dichotomy between descriptive- and
hypothesis-driven work, discuss the power of descriptive genomics to test questions of broad
interest and explore the applications and challenges that arise as comparative genomic analyses come to include more species. Integrated phylogenetic analyses of genome sequences
and organism phenotypes across many species will provide a powerful window on genome
function that can be used to answer many questions that to date were only tractable in laboratory model systems. Many challenges will arise as the numbers of species in genomic analyses grow by orders of magnitude. In particular, our current nomenclatural systems for
describing gene homology (orthology, paralogy and related terms) are breaking down, and
the current focus on ‘strict orthologs’ in many comparative genome analyses will need to be
replaced by more holistic approaches that better accommodate gene duplication and loss.
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Introduction
Genomic analyses have recently advanced some of the most
important themes of systematics research, including the
phylogenetic relationships between species, the understanding of novel phenotypes and adaptive processes in natural
populations (Lamichhaney et al. 2015; Brawand et al. 2014).
Systematics and phylogenetics have also inﬂuenced genomic
work in critical ways, and this impact will be much greater
as genome sequences become available for many more individuals across a much greater breadth of species. Initially,
the primary inﬂuence of systematics on genomics was to
inform which genomes to sequence to optimize taxon sampling for particular questions (GIGA Community of Scientists 2014). This has been critical for genomics, but is only
the tip of the iceberg of interdisciplinary work to come. In
particular, phylogenetic methods provide a natural framework for comparing genomes while explicitly considering
the evolutionary processes that produced the observed
diversity. This allows for clear articulation of hypotheses

about genome evolution and diversity, for example by
describing which genome changes occurred along particular
branches in the tree of life. Phylogenetic comparative methods also provide a robust approach for testing general
hypotheses about genome function, for example by testing
predictions that particular evolutionary changes in genome
sequence are associated with speciﬁc phenotypic changes.
To date, genome biology has been principally focused
on model species that can be grown in the laboratory and
humans. As genomic approaches are applied to the other
>99% of life on Earth, new challenges are faced. Many of
the experimental tools presently used to study genome
function in the laboratory cannot be applied in the wild,
primarily because they require that the study organisms
can be cultivated for multiple generations. Variation in wild
populations poses technical challenges, but also important
new opportunities because it presents standing variation in
traits of great interest that can be used to make links
between these traits and genome features.
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Descriptive biology can both generate and test
hypotheses
Most of the genomic data that will be obtained from wild
specimens will be descriptive, as experimental manipulation
is very difﬁcult in most of these organisms. It is important
that we think clearly about what descriptive projects enable.
In biology, the term ‘descriptive’ is often used as a pejorative for studies that do not include experimental manipulations by the investigator and therefore are perceived to not
be hypothesis driven (Fig. 1A). But manipulative experiments are not the only way to test hypotheses, and whether
a project is experimental or descriptive is unrelated to
whether it is hypothesis driven (Fig. 1B). Some of the best
descriptive and experimental projects both test and generate further hypotheses.
Descriptive data are among the most powerful resources
we have for testing critical hypotheses about the natural
world. Many scientiﬁc ﬁelds, such as astronomy, are based
almost entirely on descriptive data. There is broad consensus that Earth goes around the sun and the Universe is
expanding, but neither of these hypotheses have been
tested through experimental manipulation of the study systems. Initial observations led astronomers to propose these
hypotheses, along with others that also explained preliminary data. These hypotheses led to speciﬁc predictions that
differed from predictions of other hypotheses, and these
were further tested with additional descriptive data. It is
odd that biologists readily accept hypotheses that have been
tested only with descriptive data in other ﬁelds, some of
them among the greatest successes in science, but downplay the value of descriptive work in Biology.
Experimental approaches are well suited for inducing
variation that does not exist in nature, or for controlling
the background that the variation exists on. Manipulative
experiments have tremendous value for hypothesis testing,
and they are also often used to perturb systems in ways
A

Descriptive

that help generate hypotheses and provide information
about systems outside of the strict goals of testing particular hypotheses about how systems work. Examples of using
experiments to generate hypotheses rather than test-speciﬁc
hypothesis include, for example, many mutagenic manipulations in forward-genetic screens, or classically, Galvani’s
application of electricity to frog muscle (Beutler et al. 2007;
Galvani & Aldini 1792).
Descriptive approaches are especially valuable for testing
hypotheses in systems that are at spatial and temporal
scales that are not amenable to experimental manipulations,
such as astronomy and macroevolution. Descriptive work is
also fundamental to generating targeted hypotheses. Additionally, an understanding of the variation in the undisturbed system is critical for interpreting the results of
experimental manipulation. Many of the laboratory experimental systems that are widely used today were enabled by
foundational descriptive work generations ago that is now
largely forgotten and underappreciated. As technical
advances enable us to ask new questions in new systems, it
is critical to make an initial investment in foundational
descriptive work. This will help us formulate the most productive questions and hypotheses, and develop the most
effective approaches to answering and testing them.

Tools for identifying associations between genes and
phenotypes
One of the central questions in genomics is, which genes
inﬂuence which phenotypes? Identifying links between
genotypes and phenotypes is difﬁcult to do, and must take
biological diversity into account to establish how general or
speciﬁc each link is that is identiﬁed in each species. Much
of what we have learned in the best studied canonical
model organisms applies to a broad diversity of organisms;
however, many details are speciﬁc to these species and do
not describe the biology of other organisms (Bolker 2012).
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Fig. 1 A. The false dichotomy between descriptive- and hypothesis-driven research, which places these two features at opposite ends of a
single spectrum. –B. The degree to which research is experimental (relies on variation induced by the investigator) or descriptive (relies on
variation that exists in nature) is orthogonal to the characterization of work as hypothesis generating or hypothesis testing.
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This simple fact about the organisms becomes a problem
for the study of biology when ‘model organisms’ are
thought of has models of other organisms rather than as
organisms with excellent tools for developing models of
certain biological processes (Katz 2016). Many biologists
are interested in understanding the evolutionary processes
that give rise to diversity, and identifying the functional
links between genotypes and phenotypes across a wide
diversity of species will enable us to identify not only
shared traits across clades, but also unique traits and functions (Dunn et al. 2015).
For the past hundred years, genetic techniques including
mutagenic screens have been highly successful at identifying a number of genes involved in biological pathways that
affect phenotypic traits in canonical model organisms (e.g.
Winzeler et al. 1999). Classic genetic crosses are also a
powerful way to survey genomes and identify genetic
regions that inﬂuence phenotypic changes at the individual,
population and species level. These approaches, however,
are best applied in species where inbred recombinant lines
are possible. Without crosses or the ability to follow pedigrees in wild populations, linkage maps cannot be generated, making quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping and
classic genomewide association studies (GWAS) difﬁcult.
Beyond classic methods, new advances in transgenic and
genome editing technologies are closing the genotype–phenotype gap in a greater diversity of organisms (Ikmi et al.
2014; Perry & Henry 2015). However, these methods also
cannot be applied to the vast majority of wild organisms.
Fortunately, there are a growing number of tools that can
identify associations between genotypes and phenotypes in
wild populations.

Population-level approaches
There are multiple well-developed tools for detecting
selection in genomic data from wild populations (Akey
2009; Vitti et al. 2013; Wray 2013). These can identify
speciﬁc genes that are associated with selection on particular phenotypes. The implications of these associations can
then be further tested by additional observations (e.g. using
immunohistochemistry or in situ mRNA hybridization),
and if possible, through targeted experimental manipulation. Most of these selection-based tools include well-established statistical tests for deviations from neutrality,
including gene-based, linkage-disequilibrium-based, and
population-differentiation-based models (Vitti et al. 2013).
Classic gene-based methods include scanning for positive
selection through the comparison of non-synonymous (dN)
to synonymous (dS) nucleotide substitution rates in protein
coding genes to determine regions that may have been
under recent selection (McDonald & Kreitman 1991; Stark
et al. 2007; Yang & Bielawski 2000). A large suite of tests
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identify regions of strong linkage disequilibrium (LD),
which may be indicative of an incomplete selective sweep
and positive selection (Hohenlohe et al. 2012; Tishkoff
et al. 2007; Vitti et al. 2013). Where two or more populations are sequenced, the most commonly used measure of
genetic differentiation between groups is Wright’s ﬁxation
index (FST) (Lewontin & Krakauer 1973). FST scans and
related methods may be used to identify allele frequency
variation across the genome to identify outliers between
groups with different phenotypic traits (e.g. Jones et al.
2012; Shapiro et al. 2013).
Trait association studies, where the co-occurrence of a
phenotypic trait is found to be statistically associated with
one or more loci, may in some cases be used to link traits
to phenotypes (approaches include QTL and eQTL mapping, and GWAS). The application of these tools is
impeded in wild organisms without an available linkage
map, although it may be possible to take advantage of the
genome and linkage map of a closely related species (e.g.
Dawson et al. 2006; Stinchcombe & Hoekstra 2008).

Could phylogenetics be the new genetics?
Phylogenetic comparative approaches are increasingly
being applied to answer some of the same questions that
have been addressed with classical population genetic
approaches (Felsenstein 1988; Hiller et al. 2012; Pease et al.
2016). In clades with broad taxon sampling of genomes,
like mammals, it is already tractable to make associations
between phenotype and genotype using a phylogenetic
framework to detect molecular convergence (Hiller et al.
2012). Phylogenetic methods may also be applied detect
selection associated with environmental conditions in phylogenetic- and genomewide association studies or ‘PhyloGWAS’ (Pease et al. 2016). This approach is limited to
situations where clades are not confounded with the environmental condition being measured.
Phylogenetic comparative approaches offer another window that may be used to combine information across species to identify new taxonomically restricted candidate loci
that may have an effect on phenotype. Extending phylogenetic methods and tools to multidimensional datasets will
further improve the ability to link sequenced genomes to
potential phenotypes, for example, by incorporating RNAseq gene expression data from different cells, tissues and
species, and analysing them within a phylogenetic context
(Arendt 2008; Brawand et al. 2011; Dunn et al. 2013a,b;
Roux et al. 2015).

Sequence homology
As genome sequences become available for a much broader
diversity of organisms, and as we move towards incorporating comparative phylogenetic methods, some of the ways
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that we currently describe patterns and processes of genome evolution will break down. This language worked well
for smaller projects, but will not for larger analyses of complex gene trees that incorporate a greater number of species. This gap is particularly problematic for descriptions of
gene homology.
The concept of sequence homology is central to the
study of genome evolution. Sequences are homologous if
they are derived from a shared ancestral sequence (Pearson
2013). Homology is not a statement about sequence similarity or functional similarity, although the term is often
misapplied to describe similarity in the literature (as discussed by Gabaldon & Koonin 2013). Homology is a
hypothesis about evolutionary history (Wagner 2014).
Homologous genes can have very similar sequences, or
very different sequences. A set of homologous genes can
have very similar functions, or radically different functions.
In practice, similarity is used to infer homology under
explicit statistical analyses that evaluate the probability that
similarity between two sequences is due to shared ancestry
as opposed to chance resemblance (Pearson 2013). Similarity is used as a means of inferring homology; however, similarity is not equivalent to homology.
The evolution of homologous sequences is inﬂuenced by
multiple processes, including speciation, gene duplication
events that result in multiple homologous gene copies
within the same genome, gene loss and molecular evolutionary processes that change gene sequences. Gene phylogenies are powerful tools for describing the evolution of
homologous sequences. The tips of the tree are the homologous gene sequences under consideration, and the root of
the tree is their most recent common ancestor. Each internal node in the tree represents a divergence that is due to
speciation or duplication.
Many questions in evolutionary genomics require precise
language to describe how homologous sequences are
related to each other. The most widely used nomenclature
annotates each of the tips of the gene tree as orthologs or
paralogs (Fitch 1970). Orthologs are sequences whose
divergence is due to speciation, and paralogs are those that
diverged due to gene duplication events. This terminology
can be applied unambiguously when discussing pairs of
sequences. The nomenclature also works reasonably well
when expanding beyond two sequences when one process
dominates over the other. In the extreme cases, for example, it can unambiguously describe strict orthologs sampled
one each from multiple species or strict paralogs all sampled from a single species. Problems quickly arise, however,
when describing homologs that have a history of both
duplication and speciation. These problems are exacerbated
as the number of species considered grows. In large complex gene trees, like those regularly encountered in current
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analyses, the path through the phylogeny between two
gene sequences will often include multiple speciation and
duplication events. Labelling the tips of the gene trees as
orthologs or paralogs cannot fully describe these more
complex histories. There have been attempts to address
these challenges by expanding the language used to
describe genes beyond orthologs and paralogs to include
terms such as in-paralogs, out-paralogs and co-orthologs
that attempt to capture mixed histories (Sonnhammer &
Koonin 2002). Fundamentally, these new terms still have
many of the same limitations as the original terms. They
cannot fully describe all patterns in gene homology, they
often depend on particular reference points in the tree and
different evolutionary histories can lead to the same
patterns.
The fundamental problem is that these nomenclature
systems are attempting to describe attributes of internal
nodes in the gene tree (Which internal nodes are speciation events and which are duplication events?) with labels
that are applied to the tips of the tree (Which tips are
orthologs, which are paralogs and which are variations of
the two?). While these problems are minimal for some
smaller trees with simple histories, they become far worse
for the more complex gene trees that are frequently
encountered as analyses include a broader diversity of genomes. Rather than expand the tip-based nomenclature system to reﬁne what we mean by ortholog and paralog, we
should instead focus on describing the internal nodes of
the gene trees as speciation or duplication events. This is
more direct, explicit and clear.

An undue focus on strict orthologs
Many comparative analyses of genomes focus on ‘strict
orthologs’, also referred to as ‘single-copy genes’. In these
studies, gene families that show evidence of duplication
events are actively avoided. This focus is reﬂected in the
many ortholog databases that are available (Nakaya et al.
2013) and the frequent reference to the ‘paralogy problem’
in the literature. There are a few reasons for this focus on
strict orthologs.
•

•

It is easier to talk about the evolutionary history of
strict orthologs, which largely reﬂect the history of
speciation, than it is to consider gene families with
many paralogs, where one may need to invoke multiple
duplications and losses as well. The focus on orthologs
is therefore often imposed as a way to technically simplify analyses.
Strict orthologs are often presumed to be less prone to
molecular evolution processes that could confound
topic of interest than are gene families that have many
copies. This could reﬂect, for example, concern that
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•

•

duplication can modify or relax selection on gene
copies through degeneration and complementation
(Force et al. 1999).
Some questions, like the phylogenetic analyses of species relationships, are primarily concerned with speciation events in gene trees. Gene families with evidence
of duplications are often discarded to focus on speciation events in gene trees.
The ortholog conjecture (Nehrt et al. 2011) is the
hypothesis that orthology is a good predictor of conserved function. It is implicitly taken for granted in
many analyses and discussions of genome evolution.
This expectation of conserved ortholog function is
used to apply information on gene function from wellstudied organisms to orthologous sequences of poorly
studied organisms.

There are, however, problems with each of these points
that call into question the motivation for focusing on strict
orthologs. Strict orthology is not necessarily an indicator of
simpler evolutionary history or processes. Instead, complex
histories and processes are hidden by strict orthology
because selection restores these genes to single copy after
duplication. Just as there has been a conﬂation of mutation
rate (the frequency of genetic changes between parents and
offspring) and substitution rates (the rate at which genetic
changes become ﬁxed in the population), there is currently
a conﬂation of the rate at which duplicates originate in offspring and the rate at which duplicates become ﬁxed. The
duplicate ﬁxation rate is determined by the duplicate origin
rate as well as the duplicate loss rate. There is little reason
to expect that different genes have different duplicate origin rates. Large-scale patterns in duplicate ﬁxation rate are
therefore likely driven in large part by differences in the
rate at which duplicates are lost. A growing body of evidence suggests that many more genes occur in single copy
than would be expected by chance and that this pattern is
driven by selection against duplicates after they arise (De
Smet et al. 2013). In particular, there are theoretical expectations and now empirical evidence that genes that are usually found in single copy have a higher duplicate loss rate
because these genes are prone to dominant negative mutations (De Smet et al. 2013). In such genes, a deleterious
mutation reduces ﬁtness even in the presence of functional
wild-type copies, and duplicates provide more opportunity
for such a mutation to arise.
This has important practical implications. It means that
we should not think of gene families that tend to have
duplicates as outliers with an elevated rate of duplicate origin. Instead, we should think of genes that tend to occur in
single copy as having elevated rates of duplicate loss.
Focusing on orthologs does not avoid a history of
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duplication; it hides the duplication that occurred. Efforts
to simplify studies of genome evolution by identifying and
investigating only strict orthologs may introduce strong
biases in many of the patterns and processes that are under
study, due in part to uniquely strong selection for reversion
to single copy. These biases could be exacerbated by, and
mechanistically related to, the lower rates of molecular evolution and higher average expression that are observed
among genes with low duplicate ﬁxation rates (De Smet
et al. 2013; Gout et al. 2010). Together, these factors suggest that focusing on strict orthologs can discard many
genes with more diverse properties that could be highly
relevant to the questions at hand. It could, for example,
exclude more rapidly evolving genes that would be highly
relevant to recovering difﬁcult to resolve relationships
between closely related species.
Many studies, such as phylogenetic analyses of species
relationships, are principally interested in studying speciation events in gene trees. Such studies often attempt to isolate speciation events by selecting genes with low
duplication ﬁxation rates, that is gene families that consist
of one member per species. But if differences in the rate of
duplicate ﬁxation are driven largely by differences in the
rate of duplicate loss, these genes have not been duplicated
less – it is just that their history of duplication is quickly
erased and is no longer available to the investigator. It is
not necessarily the case that every node in a gene tree with
one gene sequence per species represents a speciation
event. The persistence of some duplicates across speciation
events before they are lost could lead to gene tree - species
tree incongruence that can mislead the inference of species
relationships, just as incomplete lineage sorting of alleles
does (Maddison 1997).
Recent analyses suggest that orthology is not necessarily
a good predictor of gene function, undermining one of the
primary reasons for focusing on orthologs to the exclusion
of paralogs. In the limited cases where it has been evaluated, support for the ortholog conjecture has been poor to
mixed (Gabaldon & Koonin 2013; Nehrt et al. 2011).
There are also very interesting and frequent exceptions to
the converse conjecture that the same function is performed by orthologous genes in different species (Gabaldon & Koonin 2013; Omelchenko et al. 2010). This
indicates that orthology may be no better a predictor than
homology alone for understanding conserved function. It
could be that the evolutionary distance between two genes
on a gene tree is alone a good predictor of functional differences, regardless of whether the path on the tree
between these sequences transverses speciation and duplicate ﬁxation events or speciation events alone.
All of these issues suggest that the focus on orthologs
may have less beneﬁt than is often supposed and can
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introduce its own problems. Rather than focus on identifying strict orthologs and discarding gene families that have
ﬁxed duplicates, evolutionary genomic analyses should take
a more holistic approach and broaden their focus to homologs of all sorts. The challenge is that it is then necessary
to annotate each node in the gene tree as a speciation or
duplication event. Fortunately, the methods and tools for
testing these historical hypotheses about speciation and
duplication events are rapidly improving.

Identifying speciation and duplication events in gene
trees
To better take advantage of and understand the evolution
of gene families, it is critical to have tools for inferring
which nodes in gene trees are speciation events and which
are duplication events. The identiﬁcation of homologous
sequences relies on tools that identify an excess of sequence
similarity that suggests shared ancestry (Pearson 2013).
Once homologs have been identiﬁed, there are two general
approaches to identifying speciation and duplication events.
The ﬁrst approach is to use sequence similarity for this
step as well. Tools including OMA (Altenhoff et al. 2013)
and OrthoMCL (Li et al. 2003) rely on pairwise comparisons between sequences to identify subsets of sequences
with no more than one sequence per species that tend to
be more similar to each other than to other homologous
sequences. The goal is to isolate subsets of sequences that
arose by speciation alone, and not duplication. These similarity-based methods do not attempt to model historical
processes, but instead use ad hoc criteria to partition genes
into putative ortholog sets. These methods are fast, but
there is growing concern that they do not perform well.
Even in simple cases, pairwise comparisons of similarity
have been shown to be poor predictors of orthology (Smith
& Pease 2016; Yang & Smith 2014).
The second general approach to identifying speciation
and duplication events is to explicitly account for them in a
phylogenetic context. There is a growing set of tools that
does this. The simplest do not annotate every internal node
in the phylogeny. Instead, like OMA, OrthoMCL and
related tools, they attempt to identify subtrees of orthologs.
The key difference is that they are based on the topology
of the gene phylogenies, rather than on sequence similarity.
These approaches ﬁrst build phylogenies of homologous
sequences and then identify subtrees in the gene tree that
have no more than one sequence per taxon (Ballesteros &
Hormiga 2016; Dunn et al. 2013a,b; Hejnol et al. 2009;
Kocot et al. 2013; Yang & Smith 2014). These methods
differ primarily in the way these subtrees are pruned and
ﬁltered. These methods are fast and do not require a species tree ahead of time (in part because they do not attempt
to reconcile the subtrees to the species trees). This is
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particularly advantageous when the species tree is the main
goal of the study.
Other tools ﬁrst infer gene trees and species trees and
then reconcile the two by invoking historical hypotheses of
speciation, gene duplication and gene loss (Chen et al.
2000; G
orecki & Eulenstein 2014). This has the advantage
of being fast and also providing more detail on the history
of gene duplication, but requires having a well resolved
species tree ahead of time. Independently inferring gene
tree topologies and then reconciling them to a shared species tree has its limitations, however. Poorly supported
branches in the gene trees will tend to be incongruent with
the species tree, resulting in the inference of a large excess
of duplications and losses to reconcile the gene tree topology to the species tree.
The most promising approaches to identifying speciation
and duplication nodes in gene trees, and also the most
computationally expensive, simultaneously estimate the
topologies of the gene trees, the topology of the species
trees and the history of gene duplication and loss (Boussau
et al. 2013; Martins et al. 2014; Szollosi et al. 2015). These
methods do not require a species tree in advance, better
account for differences in support across gene trees and
species trees and better accommodate uncertainty in previous steps of the analysis (Guang et al. 2016). This is an
exciting area of methods development that will address
many different analysis needs in a single, biologically relevant, explicit framework.

Conclusions
Genomic tools are remarkably complementary to other
perspectives, including morphology, functional biology,
development and biogeography, and are helping to unify
previously independent research programmes in these
areas. Now that genome data are less expensive to collect
than data on many other organism attributes, genomes will
be increasingly useful as a ﬁrst look at organism biology
that helps guide other types of observations. One of the
greatest values of genomics for existing research priorities
may be to make more informed decisions about how we
collect other types of more expensive data. For example,
genomes will help us understand which morphological data
are most relevant to particular questions. This will drive a
resurgence in descriptive biology, both because the genomic data are so interesting and because they will guide the
acquisition of other categories of data.
As we move towards the broad application of comparative phylogenetic genomic methods, we need to change the
way we talk about central concepts including sequence
homology. Annotating genes as orthologs or paralogs is
becoming more unwieldy and less informative as gene trees
become more complex and better sampled in larger
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analyses. Instead, the ﬁeld should focus more on explicit
histories of gene evolution, such as gene phylogenies in
which internal nodes are annotated according to inferred
historical events (including duplication, speciation and loss).
This will also help move away from an undue focus on single-copy strict orthologs in comparative genomic analyses.
This focus on strict orthologs is often presented as a simplifying step to avoid complexities and potential biases
resulting from gene duplication, but it instead may introduce ascertainment biases due to strong selection for these
genes to return to single copy.
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